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Well, it's so good to be with all of you as we keep tracking through the Beatitudes together, the 
statement that Jesus makes on the front end of his Sermon on the Mount. "Blessed are the 
poor in spirit. Blessed are those who mourn. Blessed are the meek." If you look at these eight 
Beatitudes, as we mentioned a few weeks ago, the first and last Beatitude, they both end with 
the same thing, "For theirs is the kingdom of heaven." Theirs is the kingdom. We've said that 
the key to the Beatitudes, and really the whole Sermon on the Mount, is like a picture. It's a 
series of pictures showing us what life in this kingdom, what life looks like when God's kingdom, 
when heaven comes to earth. 
 
E. Stanley Jones once wrote about the Beatitudes. “Jesus came, therefore, not to get men into 
heaven but heaven into men.” The Beatitudes are pictures of what happens to people when the 
kingdom of heaven up there comes down here. Today we're talking about one of the ways that 
God is inviting all of us, his church, to be part of “up there coming down here.” For those of you 
for whom this is the first time you've heard of International Justice Mission, it really begins with 
this passion. The burden to see God's upside-down kingdom, the life that Jesus talks about in 
the Sermon on the Mount. To see that break through and become a reality to those and for 
those who tend to be forgotten, slammed or taken advantage of in our world. 
 
We've shared this in other environments and in other services. There are more people in 
slavery today than in any other time in human history. More than 40 million, many of whom are 
women and children. Slavery is a $150 billion business in profit annually. That's more annual 
profit than Apple, Amazon, and Coca-Cola combined. This is a big business. For years, IJM has 
been leading the way in fighting this battle to end this injustice all in Jesus' name. They’ve been 
helping churches like ours to learn and to relearn, what it means to be part of God's great 
rescue mission. Some of you who are here today you've shared with me stories of what you've 
witnessed firsthand. Seeing the impact of IJM's ministry and work in places like India, Uganda 
and Dominican Republic. Some of you have traveled to their field offices to see the faces and to 
hear the stories of women whose lives have been changed forever because IJM was willing to 
fight for their freedom and wouldn't give up. 
 
So today we're joining with 1500 churches in our country and 5000 churches around the world 
to celebrate something called “Freedom Sunday.” Churches in Pakistan, China, Morocco, 
France, Uganda and Saudi Arabia are all coming together under this one banner. The cool part 
about this for us is it's a little unique for those of us in Dallas. This is kind of a pre-party for 



what's going to be a Freedom Week in our city. Over the next few days, IJM's staffers from 
every country where they have an office, every field worker, attorney and law enforcement 
training specialist and after-care counselor will be gathering. Because of the generosity of some 
people who so believe in the mission of IJM, their entire global team is coming to Dallas for this 
huge celebration and a gathering for prayer and for worship. 
 
I know that we have a number of folks who are volunteering and helping to make this happen 
and to host this gathering in Dallas. If you'd like to go, we have extra tickets. If you'd like to help 
volunteer, we'd like you to help us host this celebration. Because their team is scattered 
through so many countries around the world, IJM has never been able to bring everyone 
together under one roof until this week. So just picture this. For the first time ever, 960 heroes 
who work for IJM, and sometimes we use that term casually, are women and men who have 
committed their lives, often at great personal risk, to bring freedom to those who are living in 
slavery, in forced labor. Kids who literally cannot remember what it was like to not work for 14 
hours a day carrying bricks. How cool that all these people who have been fighting this cause 
are coming together to worship the one God and to celebrate under one roof this weekend. We 
get the privilege of being one of those host churches. 
 
One other little detail about this. There are some families that are coming together and have 
said how cool that their whole team is going to be here in Dallas. Let's not miss the 
opportunity! What if we were to send the entire team, 1,000 people, to Sky Ranch Camp for a 
couple days after the conference? Those of you who are familiar with Sky Ranch it is in Van, 
Texas. So, not only will this be the first time that many of these people have left their home 
country, it'll be their first time in the United States and in Texas! That in itself is pretty cool. It'll 
also be the first time for a lot of these folks to go to a camp. They're going to be doing the zip 
line, and if it ever stops raining, they'll jump onto the blob into the lake at Sky Ranch. It's just 
going to be an amazing celebration. Please be praying for them and for everyone who's 
involved in this. 
 
I just want to say to those of you who are part of this church who have helped make this whole 
IJM global collision into our city possible because of your generosity, thank you and way to go. 
What a sacrificial, creative way to fuel what God is doing to bring heaven to earth. There's going 
to be a lot of joy and joy is the fuel that keeps this thing going. So, thank you. 
 
That's our prayer this week God. Would your kingdom continue to come into every corner of 
this world just as it is in heaven and keep doing that through IJM? 
 
With that, I'd like to ask you to open up the Bible there in front of you. I know that our text this 
morning is just one verse, but it's always helpful to see what we're looking at in the context of 
what's around it. So, page 1029. Here's our verse this morning, it’s Matthew 5:8.  
 

"Blessed are the pure in heart, for they will see God." “Blessed 
are the pure in heart, for they will see God.” 



If you're looking at this in Matthew 5, this is the 6th of 8 Beatitudes and we've been walking 
through these one at a time. Why do you think Jesus arranged the Beatitudes, these 
statements, these blessing statements, in the order in which we have them? Was there any 
reason? Was he just shooting from the hip? Was this just whatever came to mind as he was 
preaching on the mount? Not that he knew it would be called the “Sermon on the Mount.” Was 
he just kind of randomly arranging these? Here we have a master teacher. We're still talking 
about his sermon 2000 years later. I can't remember what I preached two weeks ago. Jesus was 
a master with words, like the Getty’s writing hymns. He knew what he was doing. 
 
So, what do we make of the order of these Beatitudes? Some people have taught that the 
Beatitudes are a kind of ladder that can carry us closer and closer to heaven. Their order 
matters because if you're poor in spirit, congratulations, that's the first step of the ladder. Then 
you go on to mourning and you've reached the second rung of the ladder. If you're meek, that's 
the third step and so on. The only problem with that is when you get to the 6th step, “Blessed 
are the pure in heart,” everybody falls off and you have to start all over again! This is not about 
earning our way to God and his kingdom of heaven, at all. 
 
I do want to share with you one perspective. This is from the London preacher Martin Lloyd 
Jones. He has a suggestion about how to read this, take it or leave it. He suggests first of all, 
that you group the first 3 of these Beatitudes together because these are all about your need 
for Jesus. When you know you need Jesus, you become poor in spirit. You mourn, you're meek. 
It's about emptying yourself and knowing your need, which leads then to the 4th Beatitude, 
 
"Blessed are those who hunger and thirst, for they will be filled."  
                                            
You go from your need to the satisfaction of that need with the 4th Beatitude. They will be 
filled. Lloyd Jones says, "Here's what it looks like, then, to be filled. You become merciful. You 
become pure in heart. You become a peacemaker." 
 
Here's what I find intriguing about this. If I've lost you with this slide that I made straight out of 
1997 on my Dot Matrix printer, forgive me, but I tried to put it together myself. What he does is 
he connects the first 3 with numbers 5, 6, and 7. "Blessed are those who hunger and thirst" sort 
of stands alone. So, when you know that you're poor in spirit now you can become merciful. 
And then those who mourn, what are they mourning? The sinfulness and hypocrisy of their 
hearts, and that opens them up. That leads to a purity of heart, because the only way to have a 
pure heart is to know that you have an impure heart. You mourn and you grieve over that and 
that gets you ready to receive the purity that Jesus gives you. Then if you follow this pattern, 
next week we'll see that peacemakers are those that are meek. If you're not meek, you're not 
ready to make peace. So, I want you to see a little bit one example about how these Beatitudes 
are interconnected. They go together. These are not eight different kinds of people and the 
goal is to figure out, which one do I most resonate with or gravitate toward? 
 
So then, what does it mean when Jesus says, "Blessed are the pure in heart"? And just to show 
my cards with this Beatitude, maybe we're not allowed to have favorites, but this is the one 



that I am most arrested by. I can remember the first time I read this in 9th grade: "Blessed are 
the pure in heart." I long for that to be true. So, let's unpack this. Notice, first of all, Jesus says, 
"Blessed are the pure in heart," not the pure in actions or deeds. Jesus was not after a certain 
kind of behavior; he's after your heart. This was his tension with the Pharisees, his battle with 
the Pharisees. They thought righteousness was about outward behavior while all the time their 
hearts could remain cold, distant and hardened toward things of God. And so we've said, 
righteousness is not about perfect behavior. It's about having a right relationship with God and 
with others, which is where justice plays into this. 
 
Now notice also, Jesus doesn't say, "Blessed are the pure in head," or the “pure in thought.” 
Jesus is not here after intellectual agreement or pure doctrine, although that will follow. We're 
called to love God with all of our minds, but sometimes as Presbyterians, we go a little too far in 
that. We can get accused of being all head, no heart, frozen chosen, stuff like that. Because we 
tend to separate the head from the heart. This is where Jesus' words can get lost in translation 
because for us, when we hear that word "heart," it's all about emotions and it's about feelings. 
In fact, if you've ever taken a personality test before like a Meyers-Briggs, one of the categories 
they tend to divide people into is Thinkers and Feelers. You're a T or you're an F. Has anybody 
taken one of these before? Are you familiar with these inventories? You find out if you're an 
ENFJ or an INTP, something like that. 
 
Well, for the longest time when I was taking these personality tests, I would try to answer every 
question whenever I thought that they were going after "are you a thinker or a feeler." I would 
give the answer that I thought a thinker would give. Because in my mind, I was trying to gain 
the system because in my mind thinkers are cooler under pressure. They were more reliable 
than feelers. You just don't know what you're going to get with those feelers. I don't know what 
... it just sort of happened that way. I developed this bias. 
 
Then, a few years ago, it may have been when I was interviewing for the job here at Highland 
Park Pres, they made me take this test. I'm so sorry that you're hearing that for the first time 
committee, but this just became so clear to me. I gave up trying to be a thinker. I am a feeler. 
This is how I'm wired. If this is the first time you're hearing this and you're disappointed in me, 
please don't let me know because I will wear it on my sleeve for a while. Also, to be clear, one 
of these is not better than the other. That's not what I'm saying. If you're a T or an F, it's all 
good. I'm not judging anyone here. All of you who are cold and lacking in empathy, you 
thinkers, I'm not judging you. 
 
In the Scriptures the heart is so much more than your emotions. It's the root of all of this. It's 
the core out of which you’re thoughts, your feelings, your mind and your actions all flows from 
the heart. Jesus says, "Blessed are the pure in heart." Blessed are you who are pure to the core 
of your being. Pure in heart. What does it mean to be pure? Because, again, for the longest 
time I'd read this and I'd thought what was demanded here was a kind of moral perfection. 
Purity meaning without blemish, no issues, no sin, perfect. I've got to get all this bad stuff out of 
my heart and if I don't, then I'm never going to see God. That can be a little discouraging. The 
word Jesus uses here for purity was a far more specific word than that, “catharos.” It means 



singular, unmixed, undivided. It's a heart that's not split into multiple directions. It's not chasing 
after multiple things. 
 
If you go back to the Old Testament, which was Jesus' Bible, every place that talks about purity 
of heart is getting toward a conversation about purification from idols and idolatry. Psalm 24 
for example, says, "Who may ascend the mountain of the Lord? Who may stand in his holy 
place? The one who has clean hands and a pure heart, who does not trust in an idol." In the Old 
Testament, purity of heart, it means being purified from false idols. 
 
So what are these idols? Tim Keller has written at length about this. An idol is anything in your 
life, even good things that you allow to become ultimate in your life.  An idol is something that 
may be very good but it's the enemy of the best because it becomes your ultimate security. It's 
what you live for and long for and obsess over and daydream about. If your idol is power this 
means that your life loses meaning unless you're on top, unless you're winning. Your greatest 
fear in life, what haunts you, is losing. You're a competitor. You're an achiever. You always have 
to win. Is this anyone's idol in the room here this morning? I know this is my idol of choice. How 
do I know? Because I can't stop thinking about Stanford’s incredible overtime win last night. It's 
just amazing and I want to tell everybody about it. If your idol is love, another good thing. It 
means that your life loses meaning if a person or if a group of people aren't loving you. Your 
greatest fear is not whether you win or lose. You don't really care about that. It's rejection. 
 
Control. Beauty. Money. Again, these can all be good things that, when they become ultimate 
things, your security, and your identity then, they become idols. Here's the thing, the God of 
the universe, he has come to us in the person of Jesus. He says, "The only way you can truly see 
me, know me and behold me is when you see these idols and set them aside and trust only in 
me." Because what ends up happening when we chase after these idols, these other good 
things, they become the ultimate thing in our lives. The thing from which we derive our deepest 
identity ends up blinding us to who God really is. When we can't see a God who would possibly 
pursue us and choose us and chase after us and claim us, not because of anything we've ever 
achieved or won, not because you're beautiful enough or lovable enough or successful enough, 
but simply because he wants to know you and to be seen by you. 
 
Idolatry ends up blinding us to that good news. A pure heart is someone who's recognized that 
their idols are real and they've acknowledged the power and the sway they have. They know 
that only leads to emptiness, despair and loneliness. Are you willing to acknowledge that? God, 
I want to give up chasing after empty things. I'm tired of that. When we get to that place, God 
comes to us and he says, “Let me take your heart and let me purify it. Let me make it undivided 
and you will find freedom. You will find lack of guilt. You will find joy. And you will see me.” 
 
That's a pure heart. It's a heart that's letting go of its idols so that Jesus can become your 
ultimate treasure. It's not a perfect heart. Jesus didn't say, "Blessed are the perfect heart." It's 
the heart of someone who said to Jesus, "I'm tired of chasing after all these things that just end 
up leaving me empty. All I want is you. I know that I was made to give you my heart, to give you 
all of who I am." 



Now, if this sounds impossible to you, laying down these false gods that are so prevalent in our 
days that are so powerful, having a pure, undivided, singular focus on Jesus, but it sounds 
impossible. How can I achieve that? The answer is, you can't. We've been coming back to this, 
coming home to this throughout this series with every Beatitude. These are not natural human 
qualities. None of us can produce this stuff on our own, which is good news. We just got freed 
from a lot of oppression. Jesus did not go out looking for pure-in-heart people that he could 
then call blessed. No, he goes into the world and he goes after, often, the very people that we 
think are not blessed, the people who are invisible and marginalized, the poor. He goes after 
those that no one else wanted and he invites them to do life with him. As a result of following 
and trusting in him these qualities begin to emerge in their lives and they become pure in heart. 
 
The line is not, "Blessed are the pure in heart, therefore, they will see God," but "Blessed are 
the pure in heart because they will see God." 
  
“Because,” not just “therefore.” This is especially good to know when it comes to purity of 
heart. Whatever it is, it is not the result of anything that I could ever earn or achieve. Think 
about that. You can't earn a pure heart because the moment you get it you become proud and 
your heart's not pure anymore. All you can do is give yourself to Jesus. As you do, his kingdom 
begins to take hold of your life. In the end, the Beatitudes are actually a little like a ladder, and 
every blessing is a rung. It's not a ladder that we climb up to God. It's one that Jesus climbs 
down to be with us. It's grace. 
 
God in his grace gives us an undivided heart that trusts only in his son Jesus. When he does, 
when that begins to happen, we will see God and behold him in ways we never had before. 
When we see God, all this impurity begins to melt away, and we'll see him with ever greater 
clarity and we'll experience ever greater purity. That's the promise that Jesus makes. We will 
see God. 
 
Is there any greater promise that Jesus ever made than that we would see God? To promise the 
kingdom of heaven, that would be enough. To be promised comfort in our mourning, that 
would be incredible. To be promised that our hunger and thirsting would be met in him. To be 
promised mercy, to be promised the name daughter or son of the living God. To be promised 
that we would inherit the entire earth, blessed are we. What incredible promises! But to see 
God, is that not the deepest longing of every human soul? God, that we would see you? So 
blessed are the pure in heart. They will see God. 
 
So, here's what I would like to leave us with today. One of the places that we will see God is 
unexpected. It's surprising. We're often unprepared for this. As you walk through the Scriptures 
is this amazing story of a God who rescues his people. When you trace this story, the places 
where people find, meet and see God are often in the lives of those who are most invisible in 
our world. We see him in the widow, the orphan, the stranger and the powerless. You see him 
among those who have been forgotten or enslaved or taken advantage of by evil men. That's 
the story of Christmas, by the way. We see God coming to us in the helplessness of a child, of a 



mother with a problem pregnancy and in a refugee family. It is the least likely place of all that 
we would go looking to see God. 
 
One time, when Jesus was surrounded by his disciples and they wanted a greater vision of his 
kingdom, he saw a group of children playing together and he said this to his disciples. "Whoever 
received one such child in my name receives me." It's like he's saying somehow, we see his face 
in the face of a child. Not in their cuteness or preciousness, although that's certainly something 
to behold, but in their weakness, vulnerability and helplessness. That's what children 
symbolized in this 1st century world. It was a world that was brutal for children. Jesus says, "If 
you want to see me, look to those who are most weak and invisible and helpless in the eyes of 
this world." 
 
Later, Jesus tells this parable, the story about sheep and goats. He speaks of being hungry and 
us feeding him, of being a stranger and us welcoming him, of being sick and us caring for him. 
Jesus speaks out on behalf of those who would follow him. "Lord, when did we see you hungry 
and feed you, or thirsty and give you a drink? And when did we see you a stranger and welcome 
you, or naked and clothe you? And when did we see you? When did we see you sick or in prison 
and free and visit you?" And the God will answer them, God will answer us, "Truly I say to you, 
as you did to one of the least of these my brothers, you did it to me." 
 
Somehow God has wired this world in such a way that we would behold his face and we would 
see God in the face of the world’s forgotten. To victims of injustice and depression, the poor 
and the weak and the wounded. This I would submit to you as the greatest joy of mission, of 
joining God in the work of rescue, seeking justice and serving those who have been oppressed. 
Yes, our hearts break for the things that break God's. Yes, we long to see an end to evil and for 
justice to reign and to roll down like a river. Yes, we feel called to serve when we see a need 
that is so tangible and we know we can make a difference. Yes, we long for women and children 
to know the freedom for which they were made. But it's in this work that we begin to see God 
and encounter him in ways that we had never seen before. It changes us. 
 
I remember the first time I ever met a person who all they ever knew was bondage to what 
other people wanted her to do. Then to be given freedom, to be fought for, rescued and to be 
told that she was loved and worthy. To have people come around her, to bring healing, hope, 
dignity and a future. And when I met that person, when I heard her story, to see her was like to 
see the face of Jesus. So, these friends from International Justice Mission, like so many of our 
faithful mission partners who are serving on the front lines, IJM exists to wake us up and to 
invite us into the joy of this mission so that we can see suffering. Yes, so that we can see evil 
and when it goes unchecked, we want to do something about it. So that when we see children 
who are held in captivity, we would know that God is inviting us to be part of the rescue. When 
we say yes to that call, we know that we will behold him and see him in ways that we never 
have before. We will see God and it will forever change us. 
 
And so Father, that's what we ask. We bring before you, as we do that, we come honestly 
confessing how easily distracted and restless our hearts can be. We get obsessed and absorbed 



in such empty things. Forgive us. Forgive me. We ask right now God, that you would make our 
hearts pure, undivided and singularly focused on your Son, on Christ alone. That nothing else 
would capture our hearts but Jesus. And God, as that happens, would you help us to see you at 
work in our world? Especially in those places that we think are hopeless. Help us to see you and 
then to be willing to join you right where you're at. Help us to do that and to wake us up and 
inspire us to that joy even now as we continue in worship. We pray this in the name of Christ 
alone. Amen. 
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